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a synopsis of a lecture presented in
&gril 1964 at a seminar on physics, history, and society
Fhysicce 520-D) of the Physics Department of the University of Washington, Seattle. The author is professor
~f physics at the University of Virginia.

T h e relationship of ethics to science has long been
discussed as a theoretical problem by a few specialists. I n recent years ethical problems associated
with activity i n science have acquired for many
scientists a major importance o n the practical
level, often without having been tagged explicitly
as "ethical", or, i n many cases, without having been
brought above the threshold of awareness as problems worthy of serious attention. T e n such problems a r e identified below.
(1) The "selling" of researdl at.,
l e v e l ~ ~ m e np tr e
posals whose fate may strongly affect the scientist's
career, or even the economy of a whole section of the
country, must be reconciled with the traditional responsibility of the scientist to evaluate the defects as
well as the virtues of his hypotheses, and with re
oghition of the need for a balanced development o r
science within its different branches and in relation

I generate temptations of self-assertion which must
be reconciled with the traditional obligation to furnish
.?vidence and carefully weighed limits of error with
:very prediction.

(7) The advent of expensive large-scale
activity imposes obligations for economical use
resources which must be reconciled with
mands of flexibility and freedom which are
to research.

(8) The increasing importance of group effort i n
Ice, which carries with it an obligation for coordination and appreciation of contributions at many
levels of skill, must be reconciled with the continuing
importance of distinctive contributions by highly tab
:nted and motivated individuals.
(9) The increasing importance of science is reflected
in the assumption of new roles of social and scientific
$nportance by the professional organizations of scienisix

setting of personal competitiveness and temptations of
self-aggrandizement which must be reconciled with uaditions of courtesy, of open communications, of full
opportunities for expression of dissident views, and of
primary dedication to science itself.
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(3) Demand for rapid marketing unaer competitiC6'
conditions of an increasingly wide range of technically
novel materials and devices must be reconciled with
maintenance of standards of workmanship and care
in determination of the consequences of rapid introduction into general use of those materials and devices.
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(4) The increasing specialization of science an
the demands for highly visible research productivity in
highly specialized areas, must be reconciled with the
aspiration of science to infuse a spirit of reason into all
the affairs of men, and with the obligation to secure a
competently trained, properly motivated citizenry and
,"
scientific posterity.
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scientific community to delegate authority h
few, with a minimum of surveillance or i
the part of the many.
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(10) The continuing tension of internat
ladons requires that s
of national security an

is to serve as a mech
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are 'some of the problems ot decuion, treque1.-,
novel i n difficulty if n o t i n kind, which
many scientists face today. Relating as they d o t o
choices which involve the balancing of short-range
personal advantage against social interests, or na:,.
tional against international interests, they a r e con-"
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ventionally
designated "ethical" when there is
p
g managerial and administra~vep
of
violation
of law. Aspects of these pro
question
the hands of scientists unfamiliar with the uses of
lemg are sometimes characterized
"cc
icts
such power creates opportunities and temptations for
arbitrary wielding of authority which must be reconinterest".
.
ciled with traditional emphases on appeal to reason
and on courtesy among colleagues.
decision identified a
ibility of the situati
(6) Increasing attention and respect accorded the
advice of scientists on a wide range of policy quesoften taken, and the absence of a consensus with

